No Grip on Reality

A Look at an Anti-Vaccine Battle

Behind, and the War Ahead

Todd Wolynn, MD, MMM, IBCLC | Chad Hermann, MA, PhD ABD
At Kids Plus, we're thrilled to provide the HPV vaccine. In this video, our providers tell you why.
Is this some kind of joke? This vaccine kills people.
U.S. Terror Cells
A Portrait of Anti-Vax Terrorists

Overwhelmingly Female
790 Female, 42 Male

Young and Old
18-24 Year Olds / 50+ Year Olds

Un(der)educated

Hard Left and Hard Right
Anonymous / Antifa / Sanderistas
Nationalists / 9-11 Truthers / Trumpers

Snapchat Filters
“Stone Cold $#%#! Nuts”
Sub-Cells of Anti-Vax Terrorists
The Big Pharma/Bonus People
The Vaccine Insert People
The Placebo People
The You’re Going to Burn in Hell People
The YouTube People
The Meme/Emoji People
The Informed Consent People
The VAERS People
The Pretend to Ask an Innocent Question People
The You Lie and We Know the Truth About Everything People
DO NOT ENGAGE
1. Nuke 'Em in Real Time: Hide, Ban, Delete
2. Turn Off Facebook Ratings
3. Disable Visitor Posts
4. Call in Reinforcements
5. Notify Yelp (for Business Owners)
6. Twitter DM @GoogleMyBiz
7. Watch Your Facebook Terror Attack Survival Plan
Science is not a body of facts. [It] is a method for deciding whether what we choose to believe has a basis in the laws of nature or not. — Marcia McNutt, Editor of Science, National Geographic, March 2017
are always provisional, susceptible to being overturned by some future experiment or observation... Uncertainty is inevitable.

Joel Achenbach, Staff Writer, National Geographic, March 2017
to join in a secret agreement to commit a wrongful act
Conspire
an explanation of an event or situation that involves a harmful act carried out by powerful actors... that often contradicts prevailing understanding of history or simple facts.

Conspiracy Theory
Anti-Science Attacks

Exploited Weaknesses

Terroristic

Unprepared

Overwhelmed

Weaponized

Shock

Fear

Coordinated Assault

Terrorism: the use of intense fear/anxiety as a means of coercion
Vaccine Acceptance
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Scientists
Researchers
Health Care Providers
Clinics/Practices
Health Systems

Anti
Vaccines: Pondering to Protection

Clinical Integration

Scientific Method

Scientists
Researchers
Health Care Providers
Clinics/Practices
Health Systems

Clinical Trials

Medical Professional Policies

Bench Research
Clinicians: Hesitant to Hostile

Risk Averse
Conflict Avoidant
Social Media Phobic
Publicly Rated
Limited Time

Scientists
Researchers
Health Care Providers
Clinics/Practices
Health Systems
Politicians: Hesitant to Hostile

Risk Averse  Limited Time

Policy Makers

Conflict Avoidant  Publicly Rated

Politicians

Social Media Phobic
Support Public Health
Follow Our Oath - "Do No Harm"
Follow Evidence-Based Guidelines
Vaccinate the Accepting
Educate & Vaccinate the Hesitant
Be Prepared for the Anti-Physicians as Advocates